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ABSTRACT
The semiconductor manufacturing industry has made extreme technology innovations in circuit width
shrinkage, complex 3D chip architecture and high-rise circuit layer stacking, and wafer size increase. These
have significantly increased not only process complexity & preciseness and quality & investment risks, but
also operational complexity in fabs and process tools. Fab scheduling should cope with more metrology
and yield loss, more tool maintenance and tuning, queue time management and complex time constraints
between process stages, more restrictions of assigning lots to tools, full automation of wafer lot transfer and
direct delivery between process tools, tighter coupling between lot scheduling and material transfer, higher
variability and instability in work-in-progress (WIP) and higher WIP imbalance between process stages,
etc. We, therefore, need new ideas and approaches for fab scheduling. Process tools also should deal with
operational complexities including higher pressure on tool productivity, more frequent chamber cleaning
to prevent circuit contamination by residual chemicals, stricter requirements on wafer delays within
chambers or on robot arms, separation of processed wafers and unprocessed wafers, more wafer cooling
before returning to the loadport, more complicated tool architectures for higher tool throughput and stricter
quality requirements, tighter coupling with material transfer systems and complicated interfaces, smaller
wafer lot sizes, concurrent processing of multiple wafer types, more frequent exceptional events, etc. There
are also issues on interplay between tool scheduling and fab scheduling. We introduce ideas and progress
in recent tool scheduling and control, and future directions.
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